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Background
 FDA recommends that “sponsors provide evidence that the
methods and results of the translation process were adequate
to ensure that the validity of the responses is not affected”.[1]
Providing evidence that appropriate methods have been
employed to develop translations has become a crucial step
to demonstrate their conceptual equivalence with respect to
the original and hence to contribute to their validity.
Should we develop a standardized classification system based
on the methods used to establish the translations of PRO
measures?
[1]

Food and Drug Administration. Patient-reported outcome measures: use in medical product development to support
labeling claims. Federal Register 2006;71(23):5862-5863.

Background
 Review of existing classifications [2, 3]
 Three classification systems retrieved:
Maneesriwongul and Dixon’s system, St George Respiratory Questionnaire
(SGRQ) classification system, Pharmaceutical company classification system

[2]
[3]

Acquadro C, Conway K, Wolf B, Hareendran A, Mear I, Anfray C, Nadjar A. Development of a Standardized Classification System for the Translation of PatientReported Outcome (PRO) Measures. PRO Newsletter 2008;39:5-7.
Conway K, Mear I. (2008) Rationale for the development of a classification system for the translations of PRO instruments. 2008 International Society for Quality of
Life Research meeting abstracts [www.isoqol.org/2008_conference/AbstractsForBooklet_2008v3.pdf]. Quality of Life Research supplement, A-45, Abstract #1311

Background
 The classification approach is flawed:
• Does not provide formal evidence of the added value of any one of
the translation steps: for example, of the back translation over the
comprehension test and of the comprehension test over the
international harmonization
• Does not explicitly address other important issues that can
contribute to the quality of a translation, i.e. the number of
translators or their qualification, or the nature of the comprehension
test/pilot test (patients/healthy subjects, monolingual/bilingual
subjects)
• Infers that the use of the optimal methodology leads to a translation
of optimal quality without providing direct methods of translation
quality assessment (TQA)

Objective
• To develop a checklist to assess the quality of
translations of PRO instruments
– In the absence of a satisfactory classification
system
– And using Mapi Institute (MI)’s methodology as
the basis for development

Methods
• 1) Literature search in RefPRO: “translation”,
“quality”, “assessment”, “control”, “evaluation”;
• 2) Review of the process we used to translate
more than 500 instruments in some 130
languages since 1995;
• 3) Interviews with MI project leaders involved in
the translation of PRO instruments to define the
key elements in our methodology guaranteeing
quality PRO translations: n=3

Results
1) 1O papers retrieved in RefPRO
no Translation Quality Assessment (TQA)
model developed specifically to address the
quality of a PRO translation.
general TQA models require that, besides
the classical quantification of errors, the
method used and the team involved be also
assessed by providing evidence.

Results
2 & 3) The analysis of our process and the interviews
indicates that:

• 6 steps are consistently
followed
• 2 key elements are
considered important for
quality of the “endproduct”:
– a conceptual definition of the
different items as defined by
the developer
– forward translations should
be conducted within the
target countries

MI Checklist Development
• The MI checklist is meant to evaluate the status of the
translation of PRO instruments by reviewing all the steps of
the linguistic validation process and comparing these to the
steps required by the MI linguistic validation process.
• The evaluation is based on the availability of evidence
backing each step:
– This relates to the team involved (people), the
methodology used (process) and the translation (end
product).
– Information about the Consultant (local) and the MI
Project Manager (coordination center) is gathered in a
single table since each intervenes at every step of the
linguistic validation process.

Results: Checklist (extract)

Results: Checklist (extract)

Inter-Rater Reliability Test
• Methods
– 4 raters
• Different mother tongues (FR, EN), different
backgrounds, different professional activities (2 MI, 2
MRT)

– 20 translations (projects 2008/2009)
– Stats:
• Cohen’s Kappa coefficients (Cohen, 1960): will be computed for each item of the
checklist. IRR will be assessed at 2 levels:
– answers to the question “Availability of information”
– answers to the question “Step Done”
• STATIS approach

• Results: analysis on-going

Conclusion
• The MI checklist:
– will facilitate our evaluation of the quality of
existing translations of PRO measures
– will provide the basis of evidence about how
the translation process was conducted, and
will help us meeting the FDA’s requirement
• The MI checklist may be a starting point for:
– the development of an internationally
accepted checklist to assess the quality of
translations of PRO measures in the future
– a certification process
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